
STOPS WEED GROWTH 

BETTER BARRIERS
TM LANDSCAPE FABRIC

Tel: 905-789-6868

Toll-Free: 1-888-920-3818  

Fax: 877-246-1288

Our "BEST" Quest® Better BarriersTM landscape fabric is  

specifically engineered for use in perennial & rock gardens,  

walkways, patios, driveways, drainage tiles and retaining walls.

• premium grade with industry-leading Infinite Guarantee

• stops weed growth in all permanent areas around your home

• a chemical-free solution to prevent weeds

• prevents garden mulches from mixing with soil

• stabilizes soil, controls erosion and separates soil profiles

Other Applications

Soil Stabilization - separates stone and subsoil to prevent intermixing  

under driveways, interlocking brick etc. 

Drainage - reduces pressure, minimizes leakage and prevents pooling  

water around wood or stone retaining walls. 

Erosion - helps stop erosion on stream and river banks, embankments  

and other slopes.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

EASY TO INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS

Quest® is Canada’s leader in landscape fabrics. It is a strong, uniform fabric designed to stop unwanted weed growth. At the same time, it 

allows air, water and nutrients to reach the roots of the desired plants. No landscape fabric is totally effective against quackgrass (twitch), 

bindweed, or other plants propagated by rhizomes and / or weeds that start in the mulch above the fabric; thus it is advised that a weed-

free environment be established prior to fabric installation.  

1. Roll out our Quest® Better BarriersTM landscape fabric and cut to length. When overlapping the product allow at least a 3”-5” overlap.

2. For new plants cut an X in the product large enough to plant through. If plants exist cut an X large enough to slip the product over the 

plant. If very large shrubs or trees are present cut a slit from the edge of the fabric to the base of the tree and slip fabric around the 

base. Since the slits will tend to expose the soil below, it is recommended that the slit be overlapped with strips of fabric wide enough 

to overlap the slit by 3”-5” on each side. 

3. During installation it is recommended that you use our Quest®, reusable Ground Staples or Landscaper’s Pegs to securely anchor 

each section of the Quest® Better BarriersTM 
product to the soil. 

4. Cover the fabric with a minimum of 3” of bark or mulch. If covering with stone, marble chips or crushed clay then cover with at least 

3”-4” of material and use enough small sized pieces to fill in the resulting spaces. All landscape fabrics are weakened by U.V. rays of 

the sun which makes complete coverage important for long term satisfying results.

RETAIL & BULK ROLLS
WBP 400 FLR 3' x 30' (.91 m x 9.1 m)  roll 8 per case 0 57180 03090 7 

WBP 400650 6' x 50' (1.8 m x 15.2 m)  roll 12 per case 0 57180 04043 2 

WBP 4006 6' x 250' (1.8 m x 76.2 m)  roll na  0 57180 03091 4 
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Quest Brands Inc. 

1 Van Der Graaf Court 

Brampton . Ontario . Canada . L6T 5E5
www.questbrands.ca


